ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Human speech is an acoustic waveform generated by the vocal apparatus, whose parameters are modelled by the speaker to convey information. The physical characteristics and the mental state of the speaker also determine how these parameters are affected and consequently how speech conveys intended and on occasion unintended information.Knowledge about how these parameters characterise the information is not explicitly available human brain is able to decipher the information from resulting speech signal,including the emotional state of the speaker.Information about emotional state is expressed via speech through numerous cues,ranging from low level acoustic ones to high level linguistic content.Several approaches to speech based automatic emotion recognition, each taking advantage of few of these cues have been explored [1] - [9] .The most commonly used acoustic and prosodic based on cepstral coefficients , pitch,intensity and speech rate. The research of automatic speech emotion recognition enhance the efficiency of people's work and study and its helpful for solving problems more efficiently.In the present work,we report results on recogning emotional states from a corpus of short duration spoken utterances. Specifically we aim at recognizing six emotional states fear,happiness,sadness,surprise,disgust,anger and additional neutral. The rest of the paper is as follows: In section II we describe the database that were used for an analysis. Section III describes the feature extraction process and the composition of feature vectors. Subsequently in section IV Experiments and Evaluations are presented .Section V describes conclusion and future work.
WORKING DATABASE
Both extraction of features and the emotion identification experiments described in this paper were carried using the SAVEE(Surrey audio visual expressed emotion) database [10] .The database consists of four actors of ages 27-31 depicting the widely used six basic emotions (fear,anger,disgust,sadness,surprise,happiness) plus the neutral state.Recording consists of 15 phonetically balanced TIMIT sentences per emotion(with additional 30 sentences for neutral state) resulting into corpus of 480 British English utternaces In this study we have analysed three speakers.This database was chosen because it presents certain characteristics that were of interest.
FEATURE EXTRACTION
Performance of any emotion recognition strategy largely depends on how relevant features ,invariants to speaker ,language and contents could be extracted .Our approach considers a feature vector which consists of 15 basic acoustic features.Features extracted are intensity,pitch,standard deviation,jitter,shimmer,autocorrelation,noise to harmonic ration,harmonic to noise ration,energy entropy block,short term energy,zero crossing rate,spectral roll-off,spectral centroid and spectral flux,and formants.Previous research in the field of emotion recognition has shown that emotional reactions are strongly related to pitch and energy of the spoken message [11] .For example the pitch of speech associated with anger or happiness is always higher than that of associated with sadness or fear and the energy associated with anger is greater than that associated with fear. For extraction of features software used is PRATT [12] . Some features are extracted by using this software and for the rest features matlab has been used.
A. Composition of Features
Fifteen features are grouped in a different combination for the precise understating of classification accuracy and dependency of features.
1.Energy Intensity+Pitch 2.EnergyIntensity+Pitch+Standard Deviation+Jitter+Shimmer 4.All extracted features

EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
Our task was to evaluate the performance of Neural Network(NN),NaiveBayes(NB),Classification Tree(CT) and KNN algorithm for the identification of seven emotional states.For these experiments we have used Orange Canvas [13] .Experimental setup used for analysis includes Neural Network with 20 hidden layers,1.0 regularization factor and maximum iterations 300. Naïve Bayes with size of LOESS window 0.5.Classification Tree with attribute selection criteria Information Gain. KNN with the metrices Euclidean .70%(252 utterances) of data has been used for training and 30% (108 utterances) data used for testing purpose. Testing method used for evaluation is CV10. The evaluation based on classification accuracy(CA),Sensitivity(SE),Specificity(SP),Brier Score(BS).An explanation of the features are CA:Proportion of the correctly classified example.
BA:Average deviation between the predicted probabilities of events and actual events. Sensistivity and Specificity is as shown in table I. As we are measuring human behaviour and not a physical characteristics, there is always some measurement error inherent in all clinical tests. Sometimes a test has cut-off score to determine if the client is at risk and should be referred for more in-depth testing or has a particular disorder. So in hypothetical test of language development any client with a score more than two standard deviations below the mean(i.e. 70) will be classified as having a language disorder and any subject whose scores above 70 will be classified as nonclinical [14] .As shown in table II subjects in the known clinical samples with score below 70 are considered true positive because they are correctly classified as having disorder. This percentage represents an estimate of the sensistivity of the test. Subjects in the nonclinical samples with score of 70 or higher are considered true negatives as they are correctly classified as not having the disorder. This percentage represent an estimate of the specificity of the test.
B. Results
In an experimentation 3 models have been designed Results of this model are summarized in Table IV and Table V.Table IV summarize the CA,BS and sensistivity and specificity for 7 identified classes. Table VI and Table VII.Table VI summarize the CA,BS and sensistivity and specificity for 7 identified classes. Table VII summarize Confusion matrix for the correct identified class.
Model 3:
Composed of all extracted features mentioned in section III. Results of this model are summarized in Table VIII and Table IX. Table VIII summarized the CA,BS and sensistivity and specificity for 7 identified classes. Table IX summarize Confusion matrix for the correct identified class.
C. Comparative Results
Among three designed models highest classification accuracy achieved for Model 2 as shown in table II. As per Confusion Matrix highest accuracy achieved for the classification of seven emotions is as shown in Table III . We have done estimation of emotions on the basis of two features Energy Intensity and Pitch.Graphs 1a and1b,shows that an confidence interval is more wider for emotion anger by using pitch as an attribute as compare to energy intensity.Graphs 2a and 2b shows that confidence interval is more wider for emotion disgust by using energy intensity attribute as compare to pitch. Graphs 3a and 3b shows that confidence interval is more wider for emotion fear by using pitch attribute as compare to Energy Intensity. Graphs 4a and 4b shows that confidence interval is almost same for emotion happiness by using energy intensity and pitch. Graphs 5a and 5b shows that estimation is not possible for an emotion sadness by using an attribute energy intensity and pitch we need to provide some more information for its estimation.Graphs 6a and 6b shows that confidence interval is more wider for emotion surprise by using an attribute pitch as compare to energy intensity. 
CONCLUSION and FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a comparative study of different classifiers based on different combination of features. Feature Extraction was performed by using PRATT software.This paper analyses which combination of features provide better results.By using confidence interval estimation we can estimate most of the basic emotions with less wider range either by using an energy intensity or pitch.
Future work includes expanding of the study based on larger extracted features and more number of database. And also modelling the understanding of the classification based on different feature combination by using an Event-B approach.
